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“The Art & Science of 

understanding Wellness, 

and its marketing, is a 

position that we believe is 

critically important to 

tourism, as we transform 

ourselves and the industry 

to  adjust to new 

paradigms, that demand 

we take account of Health 

& Wellness expectancies, 

and Sustainability 

requirements, for People 

Planet and Place”  

TLC Health Travel 2020



Crises | Opportunities

• Manage and learn from the crises of the now 
while shaping your approach for the 
opportunities of tomorrow

• Requiring agile transformational thinking to 
transition to new paradigms 

• A visitor cognitive shift to prioritise evidence-
based approaches

• Visitors are seeking Quality and fearful of 
Quantity

• As a way of rebuilding customer confidence 
health concerns and promoting Wellness 
must be addressed

• Wellness tourism and sustainability as a 
principle of business, now form key 
requirements for destinations to attract and 
maintain visitor loyalty

Covid-19 a Meteoric Impact



source World Economic Forum 2020
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Expectations for a greater World of Wellbeing



Health Matters

• Clients are more than ever taking their
health and well-being seriously and
there is a shift in global consciousness
and client needs.

• Trust will be the main currency as
markets start moving forward

• Branded real estate development that
can demonstrate to clients lasting
results and evidence-based approaches
to Wellness will rise to the top

• Wellness tourism and sustainability as a
principle of business, now form key
requirements for destinations to attract
and maintain visitor loyalty

• Destinations and properties that can
demonstrate external accreditation in
sustainable wellness tourism will
achieve a market lead position
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All in the Business of Health and Wellness

• Covid-19 the paradigm shift - Climate Events the new norm

• We now workers and creators of spaces and places for Health 
& Wellness  

• Creates opportunities to emphasize a health and wellness 
approach in a new developments of luxury branded real estate
projects for GCC and global markets which are:
– Places of Relaxation

– Places of Restoration

– Places of Recovery 

– Places of Recuperation (even from post  hospital clinical services)

• A requirement to Adapt and build Resilience against 
predictable events (pandemics, climate change) in our 
buildings, resorts and developments
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We are entering the “Pandemic Era” where we 
are likely to see more zoonotic cross over viral 
pandemics due to human activity…. (Dr Antony 
Fauci, White House Pandemic Advisor)
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Sustainability is of paramount
importance to an exponentially
growing market: wellness travellers.
They demand to know and see
that you’re doing more. Globally,
they’re already outspending regular 
tourists by 53%.

More than just for their own health and 
safety, wellness travelers care about the 
ramifications of their travel.
The sustainability implications of their 
travel decisions are part of their travel 
plans. 
They want to know that the world is also 
better off because of their visit.
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The Growth and Economics of Wellness Tourism:

• From 2015 to 2017 the Wellness tourism market grew from $563bn to $639bn US 
dollars; 6.5% annually

• Wellness travel is growing twice as fast as the growth of tourism overall
• Domestic Visitors related to Wellness, spend 1.8 times more than the average visitor. 

International Wellness travelers spend 53% more approx. $1,528 per trip  (7,334 AED)
• By 2022, the Wellness market will represent 18% of all global tourism 

(sources: GWI and BBC)

• Sustainability in Wellness Tourism; an issue for visitors. (source Nature Climate Change)

• Resorts should factor this into their strategy and delivery

Wellness
“A state of complete physical, mental, 

and social well-being“ (World Health 

Organization), achieved and maintained 
through personal choices and action.

Health Spend
Health tourist spend is between $2,450 and 
$6,000 per trip (up to $14,560 per trip 
within Europe) – across 55 million medical 
travellers annually . (Source - GWI, Patients beyond 

Borders and IMTJ 2018)
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WTA Survey 2020
Wellness Tourism Association - Consumer Motivations Survey for taking a Wellness Vacation
Sample population of 4,000 consumers from 48 countries in April, May, and June 2020, composed of 54% females, 73% between the ages of 26 and 74.

Most common responses:
• 38% to return to everyday life feeling rejuvenated; the most important factor for taking a wellness 

vacation. 
• 26% to escape the demands of everyday life
• 25% to experience activities outdoors
• 24% to look and feel better
• 24% to connect with nature
• 17% to learn ways to improve my health
• 20% said they would be “extremely likely” to book a wellness vacation within the next two years
• 24% said that wellness either “could” or “will” be a focus of their next trip.
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Sustainable Tourism

Sustainable tourism described in many way, including: 

• Responsible Tourism - based on ethical, and political sensitivities as well as 
concern for the environment and local culture

• Green Tourism - environmentally friendly travel 

• Ethical Tourism – where ethical issues e.g. social injustice, human rights, or the 
environment, are the key driver, 

• Ecotourism - focuses on ecology where flora, fauna, and cultural heritage are 
the primary attractions
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“tourism that meets the needs of 
present tourists and host regions while 
protecting and enhancing opportunity 
for the future.” WTO



Big Picture | Human Activity | Climate Change
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Climate change is the most concerning 
topic for 1 in 3 Gen Z’ers today

High awareness of impact on tourism on 
the environment and local communities 

Gen Z’ers perceive the travel sector as a 
positive contributor to society, and to their 
own personal development

Willingness to praise or shame dependent 
on companies or destinations 
sustainability credentials or performance

Interested in multiple purpose stays 
mixing pleasure with remote working  
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European Travel Commission -
MARKET STUDY, STUDY ON 
GENERATION Z (8-24 yr olds) 
TRAVELLERS, 2020



Looking ahead, more than two-thirds (68%) of travelers
intend to stay in an eco-accommodation in 2018, up from
65% in 2017 and 62% in 2016. Booking.com

58% of readers surveyed said they choose a hotel based
on whether the hotel gives back to local people and the
planet. Condé Nast Traveler

We can expect more initiatives such as social enterprise 
projects which give back to local communities, carbon-
neutral group tours, and the banning of plastics from 
beaches. ABTA, The Travel Association (United Kingdom) 

Local tourism service providers must accept that 
sustainable tourism that benefits the local people and 
helps protect their nature and culture is the only way 
forward. Marta Mills, One Planet

Despite the tourist’s concern and willingness to help, the 
tourist industry lags behind others in delivering products 
that appeal to its audience’s sense of responsibility. AIG 
Travel Survey
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• Women are key influencers in relation to family
health and wellness decisions (lead 79% of the
time - U.S. Department of Labour, 2017,
Women, Work, and Family Health: Kaiser
Women’s Health Survey 2017)

• Women are key influencers for holidays and
hotel destinations (lead 80% of the time Forbes
magazine)

& don’t forget



Nicki Page Founder

Nicki Page, born in Wales, with her formative career spent in London

and Cardiff arrived in the Middle East in 1989 with a marketing and

public relations background from her previous employment in Saatchi

and Saatchi, plus Marriott Hotels and Resorts. With her distinct and

thoroughly Celtic approach she was able to engage and establish

influential networks with the leads and foremost decision makers across

Arab, South & South East Asian and African nations - being a key

strategic negotiator in establishing the success of world leading tourism

and luxury destinations including Jordan, Malaysia, South Africa, Kenya

Maldives, UAE. She supported Qatar Airways and India in the 1990’s,

then establishing in the Middle East, one of the foremost tourism,

hospitality and lifestyle business consultancy strategy services in 2002 -

with a network and client list of Ruling families, CEO’s and companies

“to die for”..
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Leo Downer Clinical Executive Director
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Leo brings over 30 years in the management of clinicians, and
developing health services in the public, charitable and private
sector; working strategically in the improvement of health,
wellbeing, and harm reduction nationally and internationally. His
previous roles have included: coordinating 80 General

Practitioners with the Sth London & Maudsley NHS Trust;
Microbiologist in Great Ormond Street Hospital for Sick Children;
Head of Drug and Crime Reduction in the Government Office for
London; Business Manager for Counter-Terrorism within the Home
Office HQ Strategy and International Directorate; Chief of Staff
to Baroness Newlove, House of Lords; and Group Director of
Business Development and Communications for the Social
Interest Group.

Combining an evidenced based approach to policy
development, objectives and strategy; transformational skill in
leading teams, and a demonstrable communicator with clients,
clinicians and senior leaders in government communities and
business - Leo has founded new health approaches, transformed
government operations, and led on national delivery.
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We have improved function and finances for many more!



Email: 
• Nicki Page, Founder: n.page@tlchealthtravel.co.uk
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tlchealthtravel.co.uk


